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Every POSTSSFaction store each has no idea what we get when we purchase in a faction store ? Surfed on a federation with neighboring status, doesn't tell me a lot ?1Commendations, you'll find pop up to be used in missions or as you reach higher levels, than I hear about LVL 35 or something, as not
much use for them, so, no, I wouldn't worry about spending on them until needed. (Edited by Gemma0z) Medals and Awards Federation-infostarfleet (played by William Shatner) STARFLEET Historical File: Kirk, James T.Mid-Level Biography Short Status Rank: CaptainSham: James Tiberius KirkDate's
Birth: March 22, 2233 Birthplace: Riverside, Iowa, EarthEducation: Star Academy 2250-2254Mart Status: SingleChildren: One Son, David Marcus (2261-2286)Death Date: 2293/2371*Place of Death: B-Organization in Nexus/ Veridian III * Serial Number: SC937-0176 CECQuarters: On the Original
Enterprise, Deck 5; On refit/1701-A, deck 5/Room 0195 Starfleet Career Summary 2250 — as a first-year academy student with the rank of SGM, assigned to the U.S. Republic NCC-1371 2254 — Upon graduation, she was promoted to lieutenant and published in U.S. Farragut under Captain Garovich
2264 — promoted to captain, in command of the U.S. Enterprise for a five-year mission 2266 - and acquitted on charges of wrongful death of Ben Finney, the first captain ever to stand trial for 2269 - returned from a five-year mission; Prior to the admiral in charge of naval operations on Earth 2271, he
demanded the release of Captain. Will Decker, his choice as heir to the renovation organization, and addressed the W'Ger crisis before the start of the second five-year mission 2277 — getting an appointment to academy staff, moving to a San Francisco 2286 apartment — was charged, convicted and
permanently reduced to captain by the Federation Council for the Theft of Enterprise a year earlier, after saving the planet from foreign onslever by securing two whales extinct through time. Given the command of U.S. NCC-1701-A 2287 — exploring the center of the galaxy with Enterprise-A hijacked by
Sybok 2293* — spearhead initiatives leading to the Hitomar Accords and exposing a conspiracy against peace in The Starfleet and the Klingon Empire; Died while saving the U.S. Organization's NCC-1701-B from an energetic anomaly just minutes after his 2371 booking ceremony - reappearing in Nexus
long enough to help Captain Jean-Luc Picard save planet Veridian III from banxus destruction like any other figure in Starfleet history, The high stories of James T. Kirk's antics over a 40-year career are as numerous as the official record - and probably closer to the truth in some cases. Kirk's reputation
began by becoming starfleet's youngest captain so far at the age of 34 and the first captain to return his starship unscathed after a five-year mission, having also gained a reputation as an independent whose success could not be claimed despite often stepping up the system. He also has the distinction of
being involved in 17 Temporary violations, a career high that still stands. Kirk's ancestors were pioneers on the American border, and his Midwestern roots tied him up closely tied to American history, a lifelong matter. He had an older brother, George Samuel Kirk, although Sam and his wife Orlan died in
Denba in 2267; Kirk's only son and nephew, Peter, survived them. As a 13-year-old boy, Kirk witnessed the massacre of 4,000 people during a famine by the governor of Tarsus IV, nicknamed Kudus the Executioner. Kirk, a romantic at heart, never formed a romantic and lasting relationship because of
his dedication to a career - especially during his tenure as captain of the USS Enterprise. He made father son with Dr Carol Marcus, David, but was asked to avoid his upbringing and didn't know he had matured into being a scientific genius until 2285-86, when the young man was killed by Klingons on the
Planet Genesis he helped create. Kirk had long mourned the boy's death, and he only had a few months to get to know his honk. He also regretted not marrying a woman named Antonia, whom he dated for about two years, from 2282 to 2284. A family friend named Mallory helped secure Kirk's entry into
Starfleet Academy, and soon had the rare indulgenx of earning starship duty as a freshman cadet with the rank of SGM while aboard the U.S. Republic. There Kirk was a close friend of Benjamin Finney, for whose murder Kirk was later tried, but he was tortured by a first-degree man, Finnegan. As an
older cadet he served as an instructor, where Gary Mitchell was one of his students and later his best friend, saving his life in Retirus. His heroes included Abraham Lincoln and Captain Garth, whose missions were required for reading in class, as well as the works of Dr Roger Corby. Kirk had the
distinction of being the only cadet to ever beat the Kobayashi Maru non-commemoration scenario; He secretly reprogrammed the simulation computer, which you can win and earn himself a slide on the original thinking. After graduation, Kirk's first assignment was the U.S.S. Farragut as a newly promoted
lieutenant, a tour that was tested by his command of a survey mission to Tyree's Planet Newley in 2254 and the discovery of his guilt over the creature known as a cloud vampire that led to the deaths of his captain and his 200 shipmates - despite realizing there was nothing he could have done to save
them. Kirk has been infected before and recovered from vegan curruming, but still carries microorganisms of it in his blood. Kirk's historic rapid rise to captaincy and command of a loyal and respectful team of 430 members was reflected in the awards and commendations he won until 2267, Including the
Palm Spades of the Axner Peace Mission, the Order of Tactics of Grankeit, the Excellence Class Award, the Frantress Merit Film, First and Second Class, the Silver Palm Medal of Honor with Eshkol, the Navy Navy for conspicuous chivalry, the Karjit Order of Valor and a number of Valor Awards. It On
this Enterprise he assembled a team and drummed up friendships with other officers who themselves would become Starfleet legends: First Officer and Science Officer Spock, Dr. Leonard McCoy, engineer Montgomery Scott, Hickaro Solo, Pavel Chekov, Ohura. Even after the end of their five-year
mission, it almost became a cliché that only Kirk and his team could save the Federation from a new crisis - or at least earth. That's exactly what happened in the Vegger case in 2271 and aliens who called whales in 2286. Kirk was promoted to Admiral in charge of naval operations upon his initial return,
but was given a reduction to the captain when he assumed command of the Enterprise in 2271 to thwart V'Ereer, releasing Will Decker after recommending him for the centre seat. Some 14 years later, after another five-year command mission and a return to academy teaching, he used the Spock cadet
ship to thwart a seizure of the Nemesis Khan Noniyan Singh for an experimental Genesis device. This mission ignited a chain of events that led to Kirk's reunion with Carol Marcus and his son David, David's death, Spock's sacrifice to save the ship and his storage of the Catara in McCoy's mind, and the
discovery that Spock's body had been rejuvenated on the planet Genesis. Kirk's loyal officers risked their careers and lives to steal the Enterprise, retrieve Spock's body for refusing with his Catara, and face a Klingon crew on their determined way to take Genesis - which included the destruction of Kirk's
beloved starship. With the stolen Klingon bird of prey and Spock on the road to recovery, officers chose to return to face punishment - but not before travelling in time to retrieve extinct whales to save earth from the onsling of an alien probe as they searched for them. Again, Kirk was rewarded instead of
punished, and given command of the entire new U.S. Enterprise-A that year. Kirk's exposure to a terrorist consperia that tried to sabotage the talks helped bring about greater peace in the galaxy just before his retirement from Starfleet in 2293. While on board for the ceremonial baptline of the U.S.
Enterprise-B ship, Kirk volunteered to manually launch a torpedo from the beleaguered and less manned ship during an unexpected rescue mission, but was pronounced dead when his part was torn by unloading from the Nexus, a temporary energy film, and his body was never found. In fact, he survived
this incident by gaining access to the Nexus— and life is timeless and pays within it for decades. He was finally horrified by endless Nexus fantasies in 2371, when Captain Jean-Luc Picard of the United States Enterprise-D persuaded him to help stop the obsessive El Orian, Der Tillian Soran, from
destroying Veridian III. They stopped the madman's plot, but Kirk was killed in battle and buried in a normal grave on a boom high on the rocky planet. At least James T. Is known to be a good man. See here for James T. Kirk was born aboard the USS Kelvin and raised without a father. No father.
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